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As we have begun a new year, we re-start old programs.  Your

Wellness program may need an infusion of life after so many changes

have occurred since the beginning of the Pandemic.  So this year,

WellNOW Consultants will provide inspiring articles, helpful wellness

tools, stories and Human Resources updates to help you navigate the

new employment landscape.

As the new President Elect of LSHRM (Louisville Society of Human

Resources Management) and Membership Chair of the Work Site

Wellness Council of Louisville, I am plugged in to the most cutting

edge programs, privy to companies who are doing it right, and to those

who need help with new wellness initiatives.  

As your wellness expert, I will be writing and speaking on various

issues concerning mental wellness, compassion and self-care in the

workplace.  This year, we will feature a Q&A section where employees

and employers submit questions on how to handle sensitive issues in

the workplace!  Also, a touch of humor can't hurt so we will add some

funny stories and images to make you smile and reflect on the lighter

side!
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Your Wellness Q&A

Q:  What is the difference between EAP and a
Wellness Program?

Traditionally, EAP's or Employee Assistance Programs were designed to
assess and refer employees to licensed therapists for various serious
issues such as addictions or depression, but historically there has been
a stigma attached by employees who fear their seeking help will
damage chances of promotion or worse.  These plans are usually part
of the Benefits package and allow up to 6 free sessions with a
counselor.  

Wellness Programs conversely prevent issues from getting out of hand
by providing timely coaching and tools to remind employees they are
not alone.  The most effective program has a mental wellness
component where employees can talk to a trusted and known coach.
When an employee begins to feel stressed out, the early coaching
mitigates serious mental and physical problems and helps save your
company money by avoiding costly insurance claims among other
negative outcomes.



Wellness In 2022:  

7 Wellness Trends to Watch in
2022
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A Message From the CWO

As the Chief Wellness Officer and Founder of
WellNOW Consultants we promote mental
wellness in the workplace by providing coaching
support to your workplace staff.  

Call us today to learn how we can help your
employees feel cared for with our Wellness
Advocates that partner and guide your staff to a
well and balanced life!

Call us today at:  502-416-2665

Be Happy, it Drives People Crazy...!

Sourced from:
ipsuhttps://www.mindbodyonline.com/business/education/blog/wi/7-wellness-trends-watch-2022

• From the inside out: increased interest in
 immune health. ...
• Intellectual wellness: your biggest asset. ...
• Mental wellness is top priority. ...
• Sexual wellness is taboo no more. ...
• Facial exercises are the new burpees. ...
• Wellness isn't just for humans anymore. ...
• Workout classes are the new Spotify.

Paste Sourced link below in your browser to read full
article.


